Fig. 1. Kamambaré I robot
Herein will be presented a kinematical and dynamical analysis of a quadruped robot named Kamambaré I (Bernardi & Da Cruz, 2007) . Like all the mobile robots with legs the topology of Kamambaré is time variant. Deu to his own gait, we have two different problems to solve. First when there is at least one closed kinematic chain between the support surface and the platform, the robot's behavior will be similar to a parallel robot. On the other hand, when a leg of the robot is in the air looking for a new point of grasping, the model that best describes it is an open kinematic chain model, similar to the models of a serial industrial manipulator. Through this work we will refer to these two topological model as the platform for the parallel case of modeling and model of the leg for the second case reviewed like in (Potts & Da Cruz, 2010 ). The analysis above, is important for bringing the platform or the gripper to some desired position in the space, but in our case it is not sufficient. To move the platform or the gripper along some desired path with a prescribed speed, the motion of the joints must be carefully coordinated. There are two types of velocity coordination problems, direct and inverse. In the first case, the velocity of the joints is given and the objective is to find the velocity of the end effector (platform or leg); in the other case, the velocity of the end effector is given and the input joint rates required to produce the desired velocity are to be found.
Kinematics model
Kamambaré I is a symmetrical quadruped robot. It was developed for climbing vertical objects such as trees, power poles, bridges, etc. Each of its legs with four revolution joints. See Fig. 1 . At the end of each leg, there is a gripper. All joints are powered by DC motors. The basic gait of the robot simulates the walking trot of a quadruped mammal. In this type of gait, the diagonals legs move in tandem. While a pair of legs is fixed to the supporting surface and pushes the robot forward the other pair is on the air, seeking a new foothold, see Figure  2 . According to that description, there are two basics stages for the legs, which will be named: "leg on the air" to represent the leg seeking for the new foothold, and "pushing stage" when the leg is fixed and pushing the body to a given direction. For a robot to move to a specific position, the location of the center of its body relative to the base should be established first. This is called by some authors position analysis problem (Tsai, 1999) . There are two types of position analysis problems: direct kinematics and inverse kinematics problems. In the first one, the joint variables are given and the problem is to find the location of the body of the robot; for the inverse kinematics, the location of the body is given and the problem is to find the joint variables that correspond to it (Kolter et al., 2008) . Two approaches will be taken herein for the complete modeling of the robot in accordance with its topology. Firstly, for the robot in the pushing stage the model will be like a parallel robot with a closed chain between the two legs that are supporting the platform. Then when the leg is "on the air" the model is of a serial manipulator attached at one of the corners of the platform.
Direct kinematics problem of the platform
In this section, the direct kinematics problem of the platform will be solved. The system is modeled as a parallel robot and the legs are stuck between the supporting surface and the platform. The analysis is performed using the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) parametrization, starting at the surface and advancing towards the platform. Table 1 . Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for leg l in the pushing stage Table 1 shows the D-H parameters for the "pushing stage". Frames {B l }, {C l }, {D l } and {E l } are attached to links 4, 3, 2 and 1, respectively, as shown by Figure 3 . Frame {O} is attached at a point of the climbing surface, {A l } is attached to the gripping point and {P} is attached to the robotic platform. The lengths of the links are L 5 , L 4 , L 3 , L 2 and L 1 , respectively, starting at the point O A l ,originoftheframe{A l }.I n d e xl, (l = 1,...,4) is used to indicate the leg of the robot, while index i, (i = 1,...,4) is used to indicate the i-th joint of the l-th leg. In this paper, vector O A l B l relative to frame {O} is assumed to be orthogonal to the climbing surface, (Bernardi et al., 2009) . Denoting by Y l T X l the homogeneous transformation from the coordinate systems {X l } to coordinate system {Y l } of the l-th leg, O T P can be expressed as:
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and
Assume that matrixes O R A l and A l R B l are equal to identity matriz I and deu to a sequence of straightforward computations the rotation matrix B l R P is equal to:
and to the position of the origin of system {P} with respect to {B} for l = 1, 2, 3, 4,. Then, using 6, the direct kinematics problem of the platform can be solved by the vector equation:
for a know coordinates of points O A l and O B l relatives to frame {O}.
Direct kinematics problem of the leg
Since any homogeneous transformation matrix Y l T X l is non-singular it is possible to use that expression to solve the direct kinematics problem for the leg on the air:
where:
and the position of the gripper relative to frame {E l } is given by:
The use of 4 or 8 depends on which part of the gait is active. In other words, if the leg l of the robot is in the air, the transformations between joint frames occur based on the frame {E l }.
On the other hand, if the leg is clung to the surface, the reference coordinate system is {O}.
Inverse kinematics problem for the platform
Since each leg has only four degrees of freedom, the position and orientation of the platform must be specified in accordance with the constraints imposed by the joints. Using equations 7 and 6, it is possible to solve the inverse kinematics problem. 
Equation 11 is subject to:
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Whit respect to θ 2 l we have:
As |cθ 2 l |≤1, equation 15 is subject to:
finally
subject to:
the last constraints are verified when relation 13 and x 2 PAB l
− sψ 2 P L 2 1 = 0are satisfied for l = 1, 2, 3, 4. In addition, from 19 and 20: z PAB l = 0. Hence, the inverse kinematics problem is solved. Now the orientation of the body has to be defined. A usual way of defining it is through the Euler angles. Denoting by φ P , θ P and ψ P the Euler angles associated to Z-Y-Z convention, the rotation matrix with respect to system {O}, OR P ,isgivenby:
cφ P cθ P cψ P − sφ P sψ P −cφ P cθ P sψ P − sφ P cψ P cφ P sθ P sφ P cθ P cψ P + cφ P sψ P −sφ P cθ P sψ P + cφ P sψ P sφ P sθ P −sθ P cψ P sθ P sψ P cθ P ⎤ ⎦
Equaling 5 and 22 it follow that:
and where θ = 0, π for l = 1, 2, 3, 4. As said in the last section, angles θ 2 l , θ 3 l and θ 4 l are not independent. Hence,
Inverse kinematics problem for the leg
In this section, the inverse kinematics problem for the leg on the air will be solved. The starting point for the solution of the inverse kinematic problem of the gripper is equation 10. For points E l E l and E l A l given, the solution is:
After finding θ 1 l , the next step is to computate θ 3 l :
Finally:
Inequations 30, 31 and 32 are satisfied for:
Besides from 30 and 31 we have the condition z AE l = 0. Equations 26, 27 and 29 give multiples solutions for the system. The orientation of gripper is represent by ϕ l and its value coincides directly with the value of θ 4 l 245 A Kinematical and Dynamical Analysis of a Quadruped Robot www.intechopen.com (
Workspace
The workspace is formed by the set of points of the reachable workspace where the robot can generate velocities that span the complete tangent space at that point. The relationships between joint space and Cartesian space coordinates are generally multiple-valued: the same position can be reached in different ways, each with a different set of joint coordinates. Hence, the reachable workspace of the robot is formed by the configurations, in which the kinematic relationships are locally one-to-one (Pieper, 1968) .
Workspace of the platform
The workspace of the platform is formed by the set of points P =( P x , P y , P z ) that satisfy equation 7 subject to constrains imposed by 13 and 17. In a graphic form was defined by W P l , the workspace of the center of platform relative to leg l, and if there is more than one leg support the platform the final workspace will be the intersection of all the W P l of the legs clung to the surface. In a general case: Figure 4 show the workspace formed by the intersection of set W P 1 and W P 3 ,andsetsW P lmin and W P lmax represents the minimum and maximum values of the workspace of each legs. The lengths of the limbs are showed in table 2.
Workspace of the leg
The workspace of leg W G l , when it is in the air, corresponds to its reachable Cartesian space . In this case, W G l is formed by the admissible solutions of equations 28. The geometrical form of this workspace is shown in figure 5 . 
Singularity analysis
In previous sections, the problems of direct and inverse kinematics were discussed, both for the platform and for the leg. Such analysis is important for bringing the platform or the gripper to some desired position in the space, but in our case it is not sufficient. The motion of the joints must be carefully coordinated to move the platform or the gripper along some desired path with a prescribed speed, . There are two types of velocity coordination problems namely, direct and inverse. In the first case, the velocity of the joints is given and the objective is to find the velocity state of the end effector (platform or leg); in the later case, the velocity state of the end effector is given and the input joint rates required to produce the desired velocity are to be found. (Tsai, 1999) Thus, the matrix that transforms the joint rates in the actuator space into the velocity state in the end effector space is called Jacobian matrix.
Singularity analysis for the platform
Due to the characteristics of the gait chosen for the robot, there will always be a closed-chain kinematics formed by the legs clung to the climbing surface. The closed-chain is also characterized by a set of inputs (denoted here by a vector q), which correspond to the powered joints, and by a set of output coordinates (denoted here by a vector x). These input and output vectors depend on the nature and purpose of the kinematics chain (Goselin & Angeles, 1990) .
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The orientation of the platform relative to system {O} is given by matrix O R P . Then the platform angular velocity with respect to {O},is:
The linear velocity of point E l is given by
where O v E l and O v P are respectively the linear velocities of points E l and P,w i t hr e s p e c tt o {O}.
The left-hand side of 37 can be rewritten as:
On the right-hand side of 37, the product ω p × ( O R P · PE l ) can be rewritten as:
Substituting 36 and 40 into 37 gives:
and Finally, for the four legs:
The elements of q correspond to the set of active joints. This set may vary with the robot gait, with the number of legs clung to the climbing surface and with the eventual use of an optimal control policy. Ve c t o r x P contains the position and the Euler angles that define the orientation of the platform. When the lengths of the input and output vectors are not the same, there are redundancies (Lenarcic & Roth, 2006) . These are eliminated when there are only two legs holding the robot: q = [θ 4 1 , θ 3 1 , θ 2 1 , θ 4 3 , θ 3 3 , θ 2 3 ].V a r i a b l e sx p , y p , z p , φ p , θ p and ψ p are not all arbitrary, but must satisfy the constraints imposed on the kinematics equations.
Inverse Kinematics Singularity of the platform:
Inverse kinematics singularity occurs when:
This kind of singularity consists of the set of points where different branches of the inverse kinematics problem meet, being the inverse kinematics problem understood here as the computation of the values of the input variables from given values of the output variables. Since the dimension of the null space of J q is nonzero in the presence of a singularity of this kind, we can find nonzero vectors q for which ẋ will be equal to zero and, therefore, some of the velocity vectors q cannot be produced at the output (Goselin & Angeles, 1990) . From 47, it follows that
where, from 39,
for l = 1,...,4. The singularities occur when θ 2 l = 0, ±π,...,±nπ, ∀ n ∈ N or when:
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A Kinematical and Dynamical Analysis of a Quadruped Robot www.intechopen.com for l = 1,...,4. According to 52, for a given value of θ 2 l there will be two solutions for θ 3 l .
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Fig. 7. Side view for the second condition of singularity.
The first condition of singularity, θ 2 l = 0, π,...,nπ, means that L 2 is fully aligned with L 3 . See Fig. 6 . The second condition of singularity, 52, means that joints E l , C l e B l are vertically aligned in the same plane. See Fig. 7 . Provided that there are three parallel or coplanar axes, a singularity configuration will occur. (Murray et al., 1994) In such a configuration, we say that the output link looses one or more degrees of freedom; this implies that the output link can resist to one or more components of force or moment with no torque or force applied at the powered joints. This condition can be useful if the robot needs to support heavy loads, forces or torques with little effort or low power consumption.
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Direct kinematics singularity of the platform:
This kind of singularity occurs when
This corresponds to configurations in which the platform is locally movable with all the actuated joints locked. The values of the output variables from given values of the input variables should be obtained. Since, in this case, the nullspace of J x is non-empty, there exists nonzero output rate vectorsẋ which are mapped into the origin by J x , i.e., which will correspond to null velocities of the input joints. According to 46, det(J x ) is null when det(J x 1 )=0ordet(J x 2 )=0.
Matrix J x 1 can be square, for example, when the robot is clinging to the surface with two legs, while the other two are in the air. Thus, the matrix J x 1 has size 6 × 6 and singularity occurs when det( This singularity is associated with the Euler angle convention used. For the Z-Y-Z Euler angle convention, this kind of singularity will occur for all horizontal orientations of the platform. Since this situation is not allowed in this particular application, this problem can be solved by either changing the Euler angle convention or by changing the coordinate system assigned to the climbing surface {O} as in Fig. 8 , (Harib & Srinivasan, 2003) . Now the singularity will occur for θ = π 2 , 3π 2 ...,
, ∀ n ∈ N, which means that the platform is completely at vertical with respect to the gripping surface (situation rather unlikely to occur in our case). In such a configuration, we say that the output link gains one or more degrees of freedom, which implies that the output link cannot resist one or more components of force or moment even when all actuators are locked.
Combined singularities of the platform:
The third kind of singularity is of a slightly different nature since it requires conditions on the linkage parameters. This occurs when, for certain configurations, both det(J x ) and det(J q ) become simultaneously singular. If some specific conditions on the linkage parameters are satisfied, the chain can reach configurations at which the relation given by 45 degenerates.
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This corresponds to configurations at which the chain can undergo finite motions when its actuators are locked or at which a finite motion at the inputs produces no motion at the outputs (Tsai, 1999) .
Jacobian matrix for the leg
The study of the singularity of the leg is similar to the analysis of the serial manipulator attached to point E l . Differently from the analysis of singularity of the platform, when the rank of the Jacobian of the serial manipulator loses its full rank (singularity condition), it may only lose degrees of freedom.
where:˙
To calculate the J g l is necessary to difference equation 10 relative to time.
In this case, the singularity of matrix J g l occurs when det(J g l )=0. This condition is present for cθ 2 l 3 lL 4 + cθ 2 l L 3 + L 2 = 0orinotherwordswhen:
Another case of singularity of the leg, but, on the border of the workspace, occurs when a leg is fully extended horizontally as shown in Figure 11 . This kind of singularity is deu to condition z AE l = 0.
Dynamics model
The dynamics of walking machines involves special features that render these systems more elaborate from the dynamics viewpoint, for they present a time-varying topology. What this means is that these systems include kinematic loops that open when a leg takes off and open chains that close when a leg touches the ground (Angeles, 2007) . This fact implies in a degree of freedom time-varying. (Pfeiffer et al., 1995) .
There are some techniques to analyze the dynamics of robots. In this section, two different methods will be used. Firstly, for the analysis of the dynamics of the platform, the Principle of Virtual Works is used and, for the analysis of the dynamics of the leg, the Newton-Euler formulation is chosen. In both cases, the notations used in (Tsai, 1999) are employed. • f i l : resulting force (excluding the actuator force) exerted at the center of mass of link i of leg l.
• f * i l : inertia force exerted at the center of mass of link i of leg l, f *
• f p : resulting force exerted at the center of mass of the moving platform.
• f * i l : inertia force exerted at the center of mass of the moving platform, f • n i l : resulting torque (excluding the actuator torque) exerted at the center of mass of link i of leg l.
• n * i l : inertia torque exerted at the center of mass of link i of leg l, n *
• n p : resulting torque exerted at the center of mass of the moving platform.
• n * p : inertia torque exerted at the center of mass of the moving platform, n • δ(·): virtual displacement of (·).
• τ =[τ 1 1 , τ 2 1 ,...,τ n l ]: vector of actuator torques applied at the active joints 1 ≤ i ≤ n at the leg l = 1, 2, ..., 4
In addition, the next vectors are defined:
As the velocities and accelerations of the robot are low, without losing accuracy, it is possible to assume that the link has its mass lumped at its center of mass. This approach was demonstrated in Almeida & Hess-Coelho (2010) sufficiently accuracy for modeling purposes.
In both cases, the methods do not take into account all the effects that act on the joints and links. They consider only the dynamics of the rigid body under the action of gravity. A very important force that was not included in the model is the friction force. As each joint of the Kamambaré is subject to reduction gears, in these circumstances the effects of friction can represent up to 25% of torque needed to trigger a joint in typical situations (Craig, 1989) . The effects of viscous and Coulomb friction can then be modeled by a simplified equation:
where b and c are constants.
Dynamics model of the platform
The Principle of Virtual Work can be written as:
As usual, the virtual displacement must be compatible with both the geometrical and kinematical constraints of the system. It is thus necessary to express the displacement as a function of a set of independent generalized virtual displacements. In accordance with that, it is convenient to choose the coordinates of the moving platform x p as the generalized coordinates (Merlet, 2006; Tsai, 1999) . Denoting by J p and J i l the jacobian matrices, respectively, of the moving platform and of the link:
then equation 61 leads to
In addition to 64, a more accurate model of the leg dynamics could include various sources of flexibility, deflection of the links under load and vibrations (Bobrow et al., 2004) . Nevertheless, this model is sufficiently accurate for our purposes since these effects are not significant for the leg under consideration. Due to the fact, that the number of actuators is greater than the number of degrees of freedom of the robot, there is an infinite number of solutions for τ. Hence, a minimum norm solution can be adopted by applying the pseudo-inverse technique.
To solve equation (64), it is necessary to compute: i) the linear and angular velocities of each link, performing the inverse kinematics analysis; ii) the jacobian matrices of the links and of the moving platform; iii) the forces and torques of the links and of the moving platform.
Dynamics model of the leg
For the analysis of the dynamics model of the leg, the recursive Newton-Euler formulation was chosen. This formulation uses all the forces acting on the individual links of the robot leg. Hence, the resulting dynamical equation includes all the forces of constraint between two adjacent links.
The method consists of a forward computation of the velocities and accelerations of each link, followed by a backward computation of the forces and moments in each joint. (Tsai, 1999) 2. The legs in the air are locked when the platform is moving.
3. At the pushing stage, joints θ 1 l are passives.
The robot move was controlled by an optimal control law that minimize the loss energy in the actuator. The law of control was based in the independent joints control strategy. The objective of the simulation is to show the performance of the system in a basic cycle gait. The gait control was implemented according with the flowchart showed in figure 13 . Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the characteristics of the robot move at the "pushing stage". When the desirable position of the platform is reached, the next step is to move the legs that are in the air to the next clinging point. At this moment the stage "leg on the air" begins. Solve Inverse kinematics problems for the l-th leg.
Move to x G l (t f ). 
Conclusion
This paper discussed an important issue related to legged robots: the kinematics and dynamics model of the quadruped robot. The analysis done for each model was always presented in two parts, the platform and the legs, according to a time-varying topology and a time-varying degree of freedom of the system. Several methods were used in each modeling process always trying to use those which brought to better performance in accordance with the topology modeled and that could be easily implemented in programming languages of high level. Then were used the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for solving the direct position kinematics of the platform and leg, the Principle of Virtual Work or the d'Alembert for dynamic modeling of the platform and the Newton-Euler dynamic model for leg in the air.
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